Crochet Pattern for Fingerless Gloves
from Patti Hodge, 2012.
Following is a crochet pattern for some Fingerless Gloves
This is an easy pattern even for beginners.
Abbreviations used in this pattern:
* ch = chain
*ch-1sp = chain-1 space, the space formed when you crocheted
a chain stitch in the previous row
* rep= repeat
* sc = single crochet * st = stitch
Fingerless Gloves:
Worsted Weight Yarn 1 and 3/4 oz
Crochet Hook : Start by trying a size K hook, adjust to get
correct gauge. Gove size is 7 inches wide and 6 inches tall
before finishing. You can adjust size by sub. or adding sts
multiples of two.
stitch gauge: Crochet 7-10 rows of the pattern and them
measure the width of the piece. Compare that measurement to
measurement above.

Pull out a length of yarn measuring about 12 inches. Leave this
unworked. you will use it later for stitching the side seams of
you fingerless glover together. Make a slip knot,
Chain 23-small, 25 med-27 -lg 29-ex lg
Row 1: place a marker in the first ch from your hook, sc in 3rd
ch from hook. ( ch 1 skip next ch, sc in next ch.) Rep sequence
in brackets across the row, Ch 1 turn..
Row 2 : ( sc in the next ch-1 sp, ch 1. ) Rep the sequence in the
brackets across the row. At the end of the row, work a sc st
into the st where you placed the marker: you can remove the
marker before working the stitch ch 1 turn.
Rows 3 and up: The rest of the rows are all exactly the same as
row 2, with one minor difference: at the end of the row you'll
work your last sc st into the turning chain of the previous row.
Rep this row until the piece is as long as you want it to be.
Finishing the fingerless gloves: End off, leaving enough yarn for
you to stitch the side seams and weave in the remainder so no
ends are showing.

